1. All twisted-pair wires are 22AWG unless noted.
2. For "PM3" and "PM4", refer to schematic 50-03020-0001
   "PICTURE", Schematic E, Power Module, Positive Voltage
3. For "PM2" and "PM2", refer to schematic 50-03020-0002
   "PICTURE", Schematic E, Power Module, Negative Voltage
4. For "PM2" refer to schematic 50-03020-19
   "Schematic, SOLA 8MM Filter Module"
5. Use 22AWG on all Terminal Lugs unless noted.
6. Configure Power Module common ground loop (COM_PMn) for shortest run.
7. Configure Power Module common ground loop (COM_PMn) for shortest run.
8. Configure Power Module common ground loop (COM_PMn) for shortest run.
9. Configure Power Module common ground loop (COM_PMn) for shortest run.
10. Configure Power Module common ground loop (COM_PMn) for shortest run.

NOTE:
6) Configure Power Module common ground loop (COM_PMn) for shortest run.